Dear Colleague,

I am writing this letter of support for Song for Charlie on behalf of CLEAR Alliance, the Oregon non-profit organization that provides drug and impaired driving education through local, state, and national partners.

The growth in youth and adult deaths from fentanyl and the fake pill epidemic will continue to grow until we educate kids about how drug dealers are deceiving their customers into taking fentanyl.

Song for Charlie consists of real families who have been personally impacted by this epidemic. Song for Charlie warns kids about the dangers of fake pills and empowers them with safe alternatives to cope with today’s life stresses. We support Song for Charlie’s mission that encourages young people to choose healthy coping strategies over self-medication. They empower students to learn and share their knowledge….and knowledge is power.

CLEAR Alliance has been impressed and deeply moved by Song for Charlie and its genuine mission to make a preventative difference. CLEAR Alliance and Song for Charlie are now partnering to create a Counterfeit Pill Education Course (CPEC) to add to CLEAR Alliance's library of drug prevention education curriculums.

We couldn’t be prouder to partner with Song for Charlie, a family-run non-profit organization working to prevent other families from experiencing the same trauma and loss they have endured.

Please feel free to contact me at 541-508-3062 or info@clearalliance.org with any questions.

Respectfully,

Mandi Puckett

Mandi Puckett, Certified Prevention Specialist
Executive Director
CLEAR Alliance